Energy and the environment

Research at the Paul Scherrer Institute

At the Paul Scherrer Institute,
methods are being developed
to measure emissions from
burning biomass or refuse
incineration plants more accurately.
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Cover picture
Energy research requires complex laboratory
measuring equipment, such as this photoelectron
X-ray spectrometer. It enables PSI researchers to
study the physical and chemical properties of
catalyst surfaces that play a key role in the function
of batteries, fuel cells and electrolysers.
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Energy research for a future
worth living in
All our lives are influenced to a considerable extent by whether and on what
terms we have access to energy. Our
welfare is founded on the availability
of electricity and heat at affordable
prices in homes, commerce and industry. The transportation of goods and
people is just as important – and no
less energy-intensive. Our energy consumption is based on finite natural
resources and carries consequences
for health and the environment. The
energy research conducted at the Paul
Scherrer Institute PSI pursues the goal
of providing a basic understanding of
technologies that guarantee a secure
and sustainable energy supply.
One key focus is efficient processes for
the conversion of renewable energies
into usable end energy, such as electricity, heat or fuel. Researchers from
PSI are working on precisely these processes to ensure that new renewables
are not just friendly to the environment,
but also our wallets. In doing so, they
capitalise on the institute’s – for Switzerland – unique infrastructure, especially its large research facilities.
PSI researchers are interested in the
energy that lies dormantly stored in
biomass, for instance. After hydropower, biomass is the local energy
source with the greatest potential. In
order to tap into this dormant treasure
trove, PSI researchers are devising

cells, they have developed a technol-

jects on more efficient catalytic con-

methods to produce energy-rich bio-

ogy that efficiently converts renewably

verters for combustion engines also

genic methane from wood, slurry, sew-

producible hydrogen into electricity

help reduce environmental pollution

age or algae that can be converted into

and only emits water vapour as waste

from traffic.

electricity, heat or fuel for cars. PSI re-

gas. The hydrogen could be generated

As the use of new renewables devel-

searchers also attach great importance

with solar heat, for instance, as PSI

ops, more and more energy storage is

to more environmentally friendly mo-

scientists have demonstrated in fun-

needed in the Swiss energy system.

bility. In their longstanding work on fuel

damental research projects. PSI’s pro-

This is because solar and wind power
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Fuel cells as clean drive systems for cars could make our future mobility
more environmentally friendly. PSI researchers are conducting
laboratory tests in an attempt to understand the mechanisms that cause
ageing in fuel cells with a view to developing possible solutions.

At PSI, nuclear energy research is conducted against the backdrop of the
global societal need for safer nuclear
power plants. The scientific basis for
planning deep geological repositories
for radioactive waste is also being developed at the institute.
Furthermore, PSI scientists are researching a “new flame”, which produces less harmful waste gas in gas
turbines, for instance. This is because
combustion technologies may still cater in the medium term for a proportion
of Switzerland’s energy supply.
PSI does not fail to see the bigger picture, either. The analysis of energy systems and their complex combination
of technological, economic and ecological aspects should offer decision-makers from politics and industry wellfounded bases to set strategic courses.
And last but not least, PSI researchers
are investigating the consequences of
energy usage for the environment by
studying the soot and fine-particle
emissions from traffic, power stations
and other sources. They are also researching the influence of these emissions on climate-relevant processes
and human health. The following pages
contain details on the multifaceted
research projects conducted at PSI on
the topic of energy and the environment.

does not accumulate constantly, some-

drogen or methane, which can be

times generating surplus electricity,

stored for longer periods and trans-

sometimes causing daytime and sea-

ported over greater distances. Battery

More information on PSI’s energy and

sonal supply gaps. At PSI, research is

technologies for the storage of elec-

environmental research is available at

being conducted into different storage

tricity in electronic devices or cars are

technologies.The focus lies on meth-

also the object of research projects,

ods to convert surplus electricity into

where PSI sometimes collaborates with

chemical energy sources such as hy-

industrial companies.

http://psi.ch/Tp1P
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Biomass – a dormant energy
treasure trove
A lot of energy is concealed in biomass
– energy that is renewable, climateneutral and practically obtainable all
over the world. For many countries, the
use of this energy would therefore be
a major step towards energy independence. In Switzerland, biomass is the
second most important renewable energy source after hydropower and,
used sustainably, has the potential to
make a key contribution towards the
country’s energy supply.

Gas from the forest
Researchers from PSI are helping to
prise open this energy treasure trove.
For example, they have been studying
the conversion of wood into syngas, a
mixture of carbon monoxide and hydrogen. Syngas can be converted into
methane (the main component in natural gas) and processed into liquid
fuels such as petrol and diesel. Methane obtained from wood would be a
virtually CO2-neutral fuel because only
the CO2 the plants extracted from the
atmosphere beforehand is released.
PSI has spent more than ten years
developing a method to produce synthetic natural gas from wood. PSI researchers can fall back on extensive
expertise in fields such as chemistry
and the materials sciences, not to mention a networked engineering mindset, to optimise the process and the
catalysts used. The collaboration between PSI scientists and industrial
companies has already resulted in the
realisation of a demonstration plant
for the production of methane. The

ferred the “Watt d’Or” award by the

process developed at PSI was con-

Swiss Federal Office of Energy SFOE.
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In a facility built especially for this
purpose, researchers and technicians from PSI demonstrated that it is
technically possible to obtain the
energy-rich gas methane from algae
and other wet biomass resources.
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Vision of the future: biogas
from algae
As a long-term vision, PSI scientists are
researching a special method to obtain
energy from algae, which grow quickly

Remnants from the production of fine chemicals are
recycled as fertilisers for breeding algae.

Tapping into liquid biomass
Another PSI method is aimed at the
efficient use of wet biomass, such as
manure, sewage sludge, crop residues
and, on the long term, even algae.

and can be processed into both energy
Biomass harbours a lot of potential
for Switzerland’s energy supply.
Methods are being developed at PSI
to obtain high-energy gases such
as methane from both dry and wet
biomass. A key ingredient in this
process is a suitable catalyst,
without which the conversion would
be too inefficient or even impossible.

carrier and fine chemicals, without using any agricultural area. However,
there is still a lot of research to be done
on the utilisation of this resource. In
order to demonstrate the technological
and economic feasibility of a method
that uses algae for energy purposes,
PSI has been collaborating with EPF

While wet biomass could contribute

Lausanne, Empa and the University of

around 35 petajoules of energy to Swit-

Applied Sciences Rapperswil on the

zerland’s energy supply, only about a

project SunCHem, which aims at imple-

third of it is actually utilised today. The

menting the hydrothermal gasification

energy input that conventional meth-

and pressure. Moreover, it also enables

technique developed at PSI. And as the

ods require to dry the biomass is often

the salts contained in the biomass to

nutrients and water are recycled for the

too high for economic use. Conse-

be removed more easily. This is be-

algae’s growth, the SunCHem method

quently, researchers at PSI are working

cause, at sufficiently high temperatures

also closes the material cycles.

on a method that renders drying the
biomass superfluous in order to enable
the use of wet biomass at lower energy
costs. Overall, the technique – known
as hydrothermal gasification – is more

Bioenergy competence centre

efficient than biotechnological alterna-

PSI is the host institute for the competence centre for energy research established

tives, such as fermentation. In the case

by the Swiss government in the field of biomass since the beginning of 2014. The

of hydrothermal gasification, 60 to 75

BIOSWEET (BIOmass for SWiss EnErgy fuTure) competence centre combines twelve

per cent of the energy contained in the

Swiss research facilities and thus promotes collaboration on the topic of using

source material can be obtained in the

biomass for energy purposes, including the fermentation processes. BIOSWEET’s

form of methane. Using this technique,

ambitious long-term goal is to contribute 100 petajoules per year to Switzerland’s

the biomass is broken down into ener-

heat and power supply with biomass – in purely mathematical terms the equiv-

gy-rich methane when suitable cata-

alent of almost three times Leibstadt nuclear power plants’s annual electricity

lysts are added at high temperatures

production.
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Researching better electricity storage
Protecting the climate and environ-

tricity produced can overload the grids.

ergy for a long time. How it works:

ment and conserving finite natural

Daytime and seasonal energy storage

surplus electricity accumulated on a

resources increasingly requires the use

is therefore a must in a world with more

sunny summer’s day, for instance, can

of non-fossil, renewable energy

renewable energy sources.

be used to produce storage media such

sources, such as solar, wind and hy-

as hydrogen, which is generated by

dropower. However, these sources are

electrolysing water. During the electrol-

not always available: in the cold season, sunshine is rare and rivers con-

From electricity to gas

ysis process, the water is split into
hydrogen and oxygen by an electrical

duct less water. The wind does not

PSI is researching the bases for differ-

current and with the aid of a catalyst.

always blow everywhere with enough

ent storage technologies. One impor-

An electrolyser in the core consists of

force, either. But when the sun shines

tant route is storing electricity by con-

electrodes and a suitable electrolyte

and the wind howls, the surplus elec-

verting it into fuel that can be stored

membrane, which prevents uncon-

for longer periods and transported over

trolled reactions between gases, but

great distances. That way, electrical

also allows ions to pass through so that

energy can be stored in chemical en-

the electrochemical reactions are able

Battery research at PSI covers the
entire spectrum of battery types:
from the established concepts to the
most promising ones of the future.
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Using renewable
surplus electricity …

Electricity to gas

Storage
medium

Gas to electricity

Oxygen and
hydrogen

… water is broken down into
hydrogen and oxygen.
(Alternative 1)

in fuel cells

or

… syngas is produced
from carbon dioxide
and water. Syngas can
be used to produce
methane.
(Alternative 2)
or

… methane is produced
from carbon dioxide
and hydrogen.
(Alternative 3)

Methane

in gas power
stations

From electricity to gas to electricity: with the likely development of the new renewable energies, the power grids could be overloaded
at times. Suitable storage systems are required to prevent this and save the surplus electricity production from the daytime or summer
for the night-time or winter. The conversion of surplus electricity into a gas that is easy to store and transport, such as hydrogen or
methane, is one possible solution – a storage concept referred to as “power to gas”. The gases can be converted back into electricity as
and when needed in gas power stations or fuel cells. The conversion into methane costs more energy than into hydrogen because more
conversion steps are needed. In return, however, methane could offer a good solution in the short to medium term as it can be fed into
the well-developed gas grid. This advantage of methane could make up for or even outweigh its drawback of larger energy losses compared to hydrogen. The diagram displays three alternatives for the realisation of the power-to-gas concept. It shows the efficiency levels,
i.e. the proportion of the initial energy still available after the conversion from electricity to gas and back again.

Cost-effective membranes
made to last

to take place. Optimising these com-

efficiency. A more conductive and gas-

ponents is one of the main goals of the

tight membrane would be worthwhile

research conducted at PSI as this ena-

on account of the higher yield and

bles the efficiency of the electrolysers

greater security. The membranes

PSI developed its own method to pro-

available industrially today to be im-

should also be produced as cost-effec-

duce highly efficient polymer mem-

proved further. Better catalysts, for

tively as possible and still remain sta-

branes that last for very long time. The

instance, make the electrochemical

ble against chemical and mechanical

technique involves using extremely

reactions on the electrodes even more

wear and tear so as to prolong their

inexpensive synthetic films as a source

efficient and increase the yield of de-

service life.

material and treating them with an

sired products. Improvements to the

electron beam and chemical additives

electrolyte membrane would also boost

that give the membrane the necessary
9

How the PEM electrolysis cell works
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At the anode
Water (H2O) is broken down into oxygen
molecules (O2), protons (H+) and electrons (e–)
with the aid of a catalyst located at the boundary
layer between the anode and the membrane.
The gaseous oxygen (O2) rises and is stored
in an oxygen tank.
The protons (H+) move through the PEM
membrane and reach the cathode.
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as electricity.
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With the aid of a catalyst located at the boundary
layer between the cathode and the membrane,
the electrons (e–) from the power source combine
with the protons (H+) that have diffused through
the PEM membrane to form hydrogen molecules (H2).

H2
H2

O2

Power source

At the cathode
The electrons flow from the power source
to the electrolyser’s cathode
(here a photovoltaic cell) as electricity.
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The gaseous hydrogen (H2) rises and is stored
in a hydrogen tank.

Electrochemical reactions

Cathode

Electrolysis: how the PEM electrolyser works. PEM stands for polymer electrolyte membrane, i.e. the membrane that separates electrodes
in the electrolyser, allows hydrogen ions to pass through and prevents the gases from mixing. Hydrogen and oxygen are obtained from
water in the PEM electrolyser with the aid of an electric current. As hydrogen can be stored or processed into methane, water electrolysis
constitutes a good option for the temporary storage of surplus electricity – such as from solar and wind power. The hydrogen or methane
can then be converted back into electricity or heat as and when required.

properties. The process is referred to

concentrated solar power. A method

separate reactions, which means that

as “radiation grafting” because the

was developed at PSI to split zinc oxide

the researchers do not have to deal

chemical additives are grafted onto the

into metallic zinc and oxygen with the

with an explosive gas mixture. Further-

chain of the base polymer. In durability

aid of concentrated solar energy. If the

more, the second reaction only takes

tests conducted in the lab, the PSI

zinc is subsequently brought into con-

place the moment the hydrogen is re-

membranes – used in fuel cells – actu-

tact with water vapour, zinc oxide and

quired – which means that no hydrogen

ally performed better than their best

hydrogen are reformed, which can be

gas needs to be stored or transported.

commercially available counterparts.

used as fuel. PSI researchers have al-

Once hydrogen has been produced, the

ready achieved scientific results of

solar production of syngas is only one

worldwide renown with this method.

step away. Syngas is a mixture of hy-

Improving the efficiency of the conver-

drogen and carbon monoxide that is

sion into hydrogen, however, remains

converted into liquid fuel using well-

PSI researchers are also pursuing the

a technical challenge. The advantage

known chemical processes. This fuel

goal of developing thermochemical

of this thermochemical cycle process

can be filled up at existing service sta-

methods to produce hydrogen with

is that oxygen and hydrogen form in

tions like conventional petrol.

Concentrated solar power
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PSI researchers are taking the study of

its extensive expertise in battery mate-

around five times as much energy per

such solar thermal methods one step

rials. For instance, research is being

kilogram as today’s lithium-ion batter-

at a time. Their experiments always

conducted into alternative materials to

ies, has also been evaluated jointly by

begin in the lab, taking advantage of a

reduce the amount of cobalt in the

BASF and PSI with regard to its feasi-

high-flow solar simulator which, thanks

batteries – and thus the costs – without

bility on an industrial level. Here the

to xenon lamps, provides artificial sun-

compromising the level of perfor-

focus is mainly on cycle stability and

light that has been concentrated a

mance. Furthermore, the mechanisms

the energy efficiency of the battery. In

thousandfold, independent of the

that limit the batteries’ service life are

other words, the number of charging

weather. The thermo-chemical pro-

also being researched with state-of-

and discharging cycles that the battery

cesses are initially studied in small

the-art characterization techniques.

can withstand should be increased, as

solar reactors using this simulator and

Besides the lithium-ion batteries al-

well as the share of energy stored that

a solar oven that runs on concentrated

ready commercially established, PSI

can be extracted when discharged. This

sunlight. This is followed by the acid

researchers are also investigating novel

is because every storage process inev-

test with larger reactors on solar towers

battery types that promise even greater

itably involves losses that need to be

on a much bigger scale in Spain and

efficiency, lower costs or less environ-

minimised. In the long run, lithi-

France.

mental pollution. These include the

um-based batteries could be replaced

lithium sulphur battery, which is pro-

with sodium-based alternatives. So-

duced entirely without any heavy met-

dium is chemically very similar to lith-

als and is thus more environmentally

ium and could substitute the latter as

friendly. Sulphur is also a very inexpen-

a battery material. Moreover, it is con-

Many regard a fully electric fleet of

sive material and, due to its chemical

siderably cheaper than lithium. Al-

vehicles as the ideal scenario for the

properties, offers a higher theoretical

though sodium batteries have existed

sustainable mobility of the future. The

storage capacity than previous battery

for some time, they run on liquid so-

weight and price of the battery, how-

types. Nonetheless, the use of sulphur

dium at very high temperatures. To

ever, still pose obstacles for the broad-

also poses other material-related chal-

operate efficiently with solid sodium at

based market success of fully electric

lenges, which particularly affect the

room temperature, however, a number

cars. Although lithium-ion batteries –

battery’s service life. PSI researchers

of hurdles related to materials science

the standard so far – are able to store

teamed up with the chemical company

need to be overcome. Researchers from

a large amount of energy per kilogram

BASF to search for solutions that also

PSI are working on developing the

and cubic centimetre, it still is not

guarantee the economic viability and

bases for sodium-based batteries that

enough to travel farther than a few

thus the market success of this battery

could one day store at least as much

hundred kilometres on one full battery

type. The much-discussed lithium-air

energy per kilogram of battery weight

charge. Moreover, conventional cath-

battery, which could theoretically store

as today’s lithium-ion batteries.

Batteries – takeaway energy

ode materials that contain lithium and
cobalt are relatively expensive. In addition, some components in current
lithium ion batteries are not entirely
harmless from an ecological perspec-

Storage competence centre

tive. Researchers from PSI foster a

The federal government’s competence centre on the topic of energy storage has

scientific exchange of ideas with the

been located at the Paul Scherrer Institute since the beginning of 2014. PSI runs

research departments of several auto-

the competence centre, in which other research institutions and industrial part-

mobile manufacturers and suppliers,

ners are also involved, with its Electrochemistry Laboratory. The centre’s work

which are looking to reduce the costs

is divided into five packages, in three of which (advanced batteries and battery

of lithium-ion batteries throughout the

materials, hydrogen production and storage, and catalytic and electrocatalytic

entire service life of an electric car.

CO2 reduction) PSI teams play a decisive role. The other two work packages are

These projects also focus on battery

concerned with heat storage and the interaction between the various storage

safety. PSI’s contribution is based on

technologies.
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Mobility without smoke trail
From cell to system

It is impossible to imagine our modern

been researching and developing such

world without the need for individual

hydrogen fuel cells for over ten years.

mobility. Burning diesel or petrol in car

Initial field tests have already shown

Fuel cell research at PSI includes all the

engines, however, affects the air qual-

that they can be used successfully in

complexity levels that this technology

ity in cities and can have undesirable

vehicles. Nonetheless, further re-

entails: from the development of more

consequences for the global climate.

search is needed to improve the life-

efficient materials and the improve-

Fuel cells that convert hydrogen into

time and economic viability of the

ment of the cells as a whole to com-

electricity in a clean and highly effi-

technology.

plete systems composed of a cell stack

cient manner have the potential to lead

and auxiliary components.

individual mobility into a more envi-

One cell alone produces too little power

ronmentally friendly future. PSI has

at a very low electric voltage. For prac-

Fuel cell research at PSI can look back on decades of
expertise and many demonstration projects. A complete
hydrogen fuel cell system is being tested on this rig.
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tical purposes, several cells (usually

services, which was field-tested for six

catalytic converters, which remove car-

several dozen or even hundreds) there-

months in the city of Basel in 2009.

bon monoxide and hydrocarbons from

fore need to be combined to form a cell

the exhaust gas via oxidation – but also

stack. The interplay between the cells

catalytic converters for the reduction

Profound expertise and
a unique infrastructure

of nitrous gases with ammonia, cata-

to power a car for instance, other com-

PSI’s expertise in hydrogen fuel cells is

catalytic converters to prevent methane

ponents are required besides the cell

second to none in Switzerland. It is

emissions in natural gas engines. Be-

stack, such as a humidifier. The elec-

supported by scientists and engineers,

sides projects geared towards basic

trolyte membranes inside the fuel cell

who conduct both basic and applied

research, many research projects are

need to be sufficiently hydrated to be

research. In doing so, they also benefit

conducted in collaboration with indus-

able to fulfil their function. Cooling is

from the use of PSI’s large research

try, which can use the results to offer

also necessary as the cells heat up

facilities. Neutron imaging is ideal to

improved catalytic converters on the

when in operation (fuel cells convert

study many of the processes that take

market.

between 30 and 50 per cent of the

place in fuel cells, for instance. These

Diesel engines are not just common on

chemical energy into heat). A prime

electrically neutral particles found in

the roads. Shipping also relies on this

example of a fuel cell system devel-

atomic nuclei are produced as free

technology, albeit with less strict envi-

oped with the aid of PSI expertise is

particles in PSI’s Swiss Spallation Neu-

ronmental regulations until now. Al-

found in the new SBB minibars. PSI

tron Source SINQ and are thus available

though a marine diesel engine only

researchers developed the humidifica-

for experiments. This enabled PSI re-

emits a small proportion of the global

tion concept and were involved in the

searchers to map the distribution of ice

CO2 volume from burning petroleum,

design of the cooling system.

and water in a fuel cell for the first time,

ships blow large quantities of nitrous

which opens up prospects of one day

gases and soot particles into the sea

in the stack adds to the technology’s
complexity.
For a fully functional fuel-cell system,

lytic converters for the oxidation of soot
in diesel particle filters and three-way

solving the problems associated with

air. Tighter regulations should improve

Driving into the future with
hydrogen

ice formation in fuel cells, for instance.

the situation here. The technical re-

In colder climates, the water in the fuel

quirements for a more effective reduc-

cell can freeze overnight and compro-

tion of pollutants in diesel engines on

PSI researchers developed two gener-

mise the cell’s performance. However,

ships are also being researched at PSI.

ations of a fuel cell drivetrain for cars

water can also be a nuisance if it blocks

For this purpose, PSI researchers have

that run on hydrogen and pure oxygen

pores which are supposed to enable

a four-stroke engine with six cylinders

or hydrogen and air in collaboration

the gases to move in and out of the cell.

and an output of 1.1 megawatt at their

with Belenos Clean Power AG. They

disposal. This test setup not only ena-

received the “Watt d’Or” award from

bles the researchers to develop meas-

Fewer pollutants in
exhaust gas

ures that affect the inner workings of

award-winning fuel cell system, com-

Exhaust gases produced in combustion

the waste gas under controlled condi-

plete with ancillary components, dis-

engines are harmful to our health and

tions. The research projects are being

played the potential to compete with

the environment. These include carbon

conducted in collaboration with the

its conventional counterparts in terms

monoxide, hydrocarbons and nitrous

Finnish manufacturer of marine diesel

of operating costs as a drive system for

gases, as well as soot particles in die-

engines Wärtsilä, which runs a devel-

small vehicles. Moreover, PSI research-

sel engines and methane in natural gas

opment centre in Switzerland (Winter-

ers teamed up with partners in a Euro-

engines, which – depending on the

thur). PSI researchers are also re-

pean project to study the use of a fuel

operating conditions in the engine –

searching large diesel engines in close

cell drivetrain in coaches. And together

accumulate in varying quantities. Re-

collaboration with the company ABB

with Empa, PSI researchers developed

searchers at PSI are working on improv-

(Turbocharging Division).

the world’s first fuel cell powered road

ing the required catalytic converters.

sweeping vehicle for urban sanitation

These initially involve diesel oxidation

the Swiss Federal Office of Energy SFOE
in the “Energy-efficient mobility” category for these projects in 2011. The

the engine itself, but also study the
catalytic reduction of nitrous gases in
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Catalysis – an accelerator of
energy efficiency

14

Catalysts lie at the heart of sustainable
energy use – from energy conversion
in fuel cells to storage in batteries. A

Turning plant matter into
something valuable

catalyst can be described as a material

At PSI, catalysts are developed with the

that sparks or accelerates chemical

intent of obtaining fuels and basic

reactions, without being consumed

chemicals from the plant material

itself. An ideal catalyst optimises the

lignin. They are also used to convert

output of a target product while sup-

methane, which would otherwise go to

pressing unwanted by-products. Cat-

waste, into easily transportable and

alytic selectivity promotes environ-

storable liquid methanol. This basic

mentally friendly industrial processes,

chemical may be used to improve the

because waste quantities are generally

performance of fuel cells, and render

minimised or emissions of harmful

combustion technologies in vehicle

substances specifically limited. Cata-

engines or gas turbines more efficient

lysts also render these conversion

and environmentally friendly. It always

processes more energy-efficient as the

boils down to optimising the three

yield increases while the energy input

cornerstones of every catalyst: activity,

remains the same.

product selectivity and stability. In
other words, the catalyst should give a
chemical reaction a powerful kick-start,

Energy research and the overall objec-

and induce formation of the desired

tive of sustainable chemistry therefore

products over as many operating hours

also require catalysis research. At PSI,

as possible, without perishing in the

this primarily involves development

process.

and production of new catalysts with
customised properties, and in studying
these novel and industrially manufac-

Customised catalysts

tured catalysts. PSI researchers benefit
from the experimentation stations at

Catalysis research at PSI ultimately

the Swiss Light Source SLS. Synchro-

aims to produce catalysts that are tai-

tron radiation enables the atomic struc-

lored for application. Large research

ture and function of many catalysts to

facilities, such as the X-ray free-elec-

be scrutinised with a high spatial res-

tron laser SwissFEL, will bring this aim

olution and virtually in real time.

a major step closer, as the ultra-rapid
processes that play a key role in catalysis can be observed in real time, atom
by atom.

This experimentation station at PSI’s Swiss Light
Source SLS is used to carry out fundamental
research on catalytic processes. Catalysis activates
and accelerates chemical reactions, and accordingly
may be used to make energy conversion processes
more efficient.
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Wanted: new flame
First wood, then coal and eventually
crude oil: the human race has traditionally looked to quench its thirst for
energy by burning various materials.
And the flame certainly has not gone
out. Efficient gas and steam turbines
where natural gas (main component:
methane) is burned to produce electricity could make a key contribution
towards the power supply in future.
And combustion engines will also accompany us in the transport sector for
many years to come.

At PSI, researchers and engineers are
working to make combustion processes
more efficient and environmentally
friendly. In the EU project “H2-IGCC“,
for instance, they are helping to develop gas turbines powered by a hydrogen-rich fuel mixture. In these turbines,
it is therefore not only natural gas
(methane) that serves as a fuel, as has
been the case up to now. Instead, the
fuel mixture is enriched or even replaced with hydrogen, which results in
lower CO2 emissions. The challenge of
this new technology consists in keeping the flame in the turbine under control and in the desired place. PSI researchers have already achieved key
results in this respect.
Multiple reaction pathways occur in
flames and various chemical species
are present (sometimes only as shortlived intermediate products). The details of combustion processes are so
complex that they could not be explained without simplifying model calculations. And yet: more accurate microscopic insights into the properties
and behaviour of the chemical sub16

Technicians, engineers and scientists from PSI are involved
in the development of more efficient, environmentally
friendly combustion engines, also for the shipping industry.

stances found on flames are hugely
important. They can provide the vital
key to understanding the spread of a
flame for a particular fuel and air mixture. Consequently, researchers at PSI
are constantly looking to improve the
characterisation of the molecules present in flames (using laser-based visualisation methods). As many of these
compounds are extremely short-lived,
they have to be produced in the lab first
– sometimes under special conditions
– before they can be studied. PSI researchers generate special molecular
beams, in which the short-lived species
are able to survive for a little longer.
Their properties, especially their energy
spectra, are then studied and quantified with the aid of laser measuring
techniques. Numerical simulations are
also used at PSI to look for new, environmentally friendly types of thermal
energy conversion. Researchers are
working on solving complex mathematical equations, which can be used to
describe flows through narrow channels and microporous materials where
chemical reactions take place at the
same time. The findings can be used
to develop catalysts, diesel particle
filters and other technical devices that
are characterised by a branch-like
structure with tiny, microscopic pores.
Such conditions not only occur in combustion processes, but also in fuel cells
where chemical energy is converted
into electricity directly, i.e. without
combustion.
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Fine particles, clouds and tree rings
Many human activities – especially the
conversion and use of energy – produce emissions that alter the earth’s

Clouds in a stainless steel
container

atmosphere. These emissions fre-

Moreover, scientists from PSI are also

quently cause the formation of aero-

involved in experiments in the CLOUD

sols. PSI researchers run several smog

chamber at CERN in Geneva – an ex-

chambers to explore the mechanisms

tremely clean stainless steel container

involved in aerosol formation and con-

equipped with accurate measurement

version. The studies also reveal the

instruments. The chamber enables

chemical composition of aerosols and

them – together with colleagues from

the associated health consequences.

all over the world – to study aerosol

In particular, PSI researchers regularly

particle formation, the first step in the

provide quantitative results through

formation of clouds, right down to every

their research on secondary aerosols

last detail under controlled conditions.

– those only formed in the atmosphere

However, PSI researchers are also able

– for instance for pollution by emis-

to transport the majority of their meas-

sions from transport, wood burners

urement equipment into the field and

and natural processes. PSI’s smog

measure the outside air at different

chambers are also available to re-

locations, mostly as part of interna-

searchers from other institutes.

tional collaborations. The combination
of field measurements (e.g. in Paris,
Barcelona or Beijing) with emission and
ageing experiments enables inferences
to be drawn regarding the sources of
pollutant emissions in diverse regions

What are aerosols?
Aerosols are solid or liquid particles that float in the air, also referred to as
particulate matter. On the one hand, aerosols can be emitted directly by
natural or man-made sources such as pollen, sea salt, desert sand or combustion. On the other hand, however, they can also be formed through the
chemical conversion of gaseous pollutants or natural trace gases in the
atmosphere. Due to oxidation processes in the atmosphere, non-volatile
gases can be formed, which condense on existing particles or clump together
to form new particles. These tiny, microscopic particles influence the climate
and can be breathed into the lungs, where they cause damage. Scientists
from PSI are studying how particulate matter forms, which chemical substances it is composed of, how it changes in the atmosphere and what impact
it has.
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The smog chamber at PSI enables researchers to study how aerosols form
from gases and solid particles, and
how they change in the atmosphere.
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In the CLOUD experiment at CERN,
researchers from PSI are also looking
to improve their understanding of
the processes behind the formation
of clouds.

of the world. The researchers use complex statistical methods to analyse the
data collected with a vast range of
different measurement instruments
and to match the fine particles to their
sources. These findings support the
authorities responsible in implementing measures to improve air quality.

Aerosol climate conundrum
Aerosols influence the earth’s climate:
they absorb and scatter sunlight, affect
the formation of cloud droplets and

at PSI also reveal that soot affects the

differ from one another in the weight

change the properties of clouds, which

environment by accumulating on gla-

of their atoms. The proportion of a

play a key role in the earth’s energy

ciers, causing them to melt more

particular element’s isotopes in plants

balance. Overall, the direct and indirect

quickly due to the absorption of light

(such as carbon or oxygen) provides

influences of aerosols have a cooling

– independent of climate change.

information on the climatic conditions
(such as CO2 concentration and rainfall)

effect on the climate. However, there

under which the plant grew. At PSI, the

are still major uncertainties regarding

Discerning environmental
changes with isotopes

isotope levels in plants are determined

improve the understanding of the in-

The effects on plants caused by air

copy. The isotope analysis methods are

teractions between aerosols and

pollution and the changes to the envi-

also suitable for studying aerosols,

clouds better via pioneering measure-

ronment and climate are also being

whether it be with a view to determin-

ments on the Jungfraujoch in collabo-

researched at PSI. Here, it is evident

ing their precursors or examining par-

ration with international partners. An-

that man-made environmental chan-

ticular mechanisms involved in aerosol

other by-product of combustion

ges, especially to the water cycle and

formation. PSI boasts one of the world’s

processes that PSI researchers are in-

CO2 and pollutant concentrations in the

leading and best equipped laboratories

vestigating is soot, which forms when

air, have a long-term impact on the

for the analysis of stable isotopes.

organic material such as petroleum, oil

plant world. These effects can be rec-

or wood is burned and mainly consists

ognised and classified very specifically

of carbon. In the atmosphere, soot

by analysing the relative ratios of stable

absorbs sunlight and heats up the air.

– i.e. non-radioactive – carbon, oxygen

However, soot particles can also act as

or hydrogen isotopes in plant material

cloud condensation nuclei where water

(leaves, roots, soil material or tree

vapour collects and cloud droplets

rings) or in particular plant extracts.

form, which also has an impact on the

Isotopes can be described as different

climate. Research projects conducted

variants of a chemical element that only

the scale of this effect, which makes
accurate climate predictions difficult.
Researchers from PSI are helping to

20

in the laboratory using mass spectrometers or in the field with laser spectros-

Less risk, less waste

The behaviour of fuel elements in
nuclear reactors is one of many
processes that PSI scientists are
researching with the aid of computer
simulations.

Nuclear energy currently supplies

ity would hardly be possible. Whether

around 40 per cent of Switzerland’s

it is installation of new components, or

electricity. Scientists and engineers at

tests and experiments to guarantee

PSI conduct research into many as-

their safety, almost everything must be

pects of nuclear power plant safety and

calculated and analysed on the com-

Inspectorate ENSI, and help guarantee

thus help to make Swiss nuclear power

puter beforehand. With this in mind,

the safety of Swiss nuclear power

plants safer and more economical to

researchers from PSI are developing

plants.

operate sustainably until the end of

new analytic models and computer

Over the course of time, the limits of

their service lives.

programs to model components and

what can be achieved with simulations

subsystems, and their interplay in the

have been constantly advanced and

nuclear reactor with ever greater preci-

the demands for accuracy and reliabil-

Without computer simulations, the safe

sion. They therefore act as independent

ity in assessing the safety of nuclear

operation of nuclear power plants and

research partners for the regulatory

power plants have increased consider-

safety checks by the regulatory author-

body, the Swiss Federal Nuclear Safety

ably. For some years, there has been a
21

At this test facility, researchers are
investigating the details of a chemical
process that can hold radioactive iodine
in special filters in the event of serious
nuclear power plant accidents.
22

Questions on the future of

Can the nuclear fuel cycle be designed in such a way that

nuclear energy research

only very small amounts of waste with drastically reduced

In the wake of the Fukushima accident, Switzerland and

long-term radioactivity accumulate? Researchers from PSI

a number of other nations downgraded the role of nuclear

are helping to find the answers to these questions in in-

energy in their energy supply planning. Other countries,

ternational research projects. The future-oriented topics

however, still back the technology of using nuclear fission

under the banner of “less risk, less waste” should also

to produce electricity. And large-scale international ex-

help to maintain the appeal of training for future nuclear

periments to make nuclear fusion possible are still ongo-

engineers.

ing. Expert knowledge on nuclear energy issues is there-

PSI plays a key role in training budding nuclear engineers

fore still needed in the international community. It is in

in Switzerland. The next generation will – regardless of

Switzerland’s interests to actively follow global develop-

which route Switzerland chooses for its energy supply –

ments in nuclear technology – on the one hand, because

also face important tasks in the future. This is not only

nuclear safety issues go beyond national borders (many

true for the personnel at the nuclear power plants them-

European nations are still sticking to nuclear energy); on

selves, but also for the staff of the regulatory body, the

the other hand, because nuclear technologies of the fu-

Swiss Federal Nuclear Safety Inspectorate ENSI. And as

ture, which would considerably reduce the accident risk

well for the researchers who constantly help to improve

and the amount and radioactivity of the waste, could

safety, whether on behalf of the nuclear power plant op-

enjoy greater social acceptance. In this sense, the Federal

erators or ENSI. Even at the end of the Swiss power plants’

Council and the Parliament have pledged that they will

service lives, nuclear engineering expertise will still be

continue to support training, teaching and research on

needed to decommission and dismantle the plants. By

all nuclear energy technologies. Many issues on the future

supervising students, doctoral students and young sci-

of nuclear energy remain open from a technical perspec-

entists, PSI, ETH Zurich and EPF Lausanne contribute to

tive: will it be possible to build inherently safe nuclear

maintaining the level of expertise in nuclear energy in

power plants, where accidents involving the release of

Switzerland for the long term.

radioactivity can be ruled out based on the laws of nature?

trend towards so-called realistic calcu-

STARS (steadystate and transient anal-

the detection of explosives in large

lation models. Attempts are being

ysis research for the Swiss reactors),

containers. Not only did the PSI scien-

made to describe and quantify the

PSI researchers have therefore been

tists come up with the method; they

processes in a reactor as accurately as

collaborating with ENSI to adapt the

also developed and built the fast neu-

possible based on physical laws. This

safety assessments for Swiss nuclear

tron source and the necessary instru-

method – like all calculations – con-

power plants to modern requirements.

ments.

tains uncertainties that are being in-

In order to further improve the safety

vestigated with the aid of established

of nuclear power plants, measuring

statistical methods. This new approach

techniques must also be developed

is in contrast to the simplified empirical

that record the state of the reactor in

models with conservative assumptions

operation as promptly as possible – a

that were previously used, where pro-

field which scientists from PSI are also

cesses were not described in such de-

involved in. And sometimes their re-

Switzerland’s entire scientific expertise

tail: for instance, the failure limits of

search has unexpected side benefits

on the topic of material behaviour and

components or systems were deliber-

with applications beyond nuclear en-

ageing in nuclear power plants is con-

ately rated pessimistically. This often

ergy. For instance, PSI researchers de-

centrated at PSI. From the nuclear fuel

led to components and safety systems

veloped an imaging method with fast

itself and the cladding tubes for the

being oversized, without guaranteeing

neutrons, which has the potential to

fuel rods to the coolant pipes – re-

the preservation of safety margins for

provide high-resolution images of oth-

searchers from PSI are investigating

all possible accident scenarios. Within

erwise opaque objects. This measuring

how the materials change under the

the scope of the research programme

technique would especially be ideal for

harsh conditions that prevail while a

How nuclear power
plants age – knowledge
from the hot cells
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The safety of the nuclear power
plants in Switzerland requires
complex research. Here, for instance,
researchers are studying how hydrogen penetrates the fuel rod cladding
tubes and can make them brittle.

nuclear power plant is in operation.

the tube more brittle and causes exist-

to the latter phenomenon since the

Extensive studies on the changes

ing cracks to grow. PSI scientists use

Fukushima accident. In a project coor-

within used fuel rods are the core task

the institute’s own large research facil-

dinated by the Organisation for Eco-

at the PSI Hot Laboratory. Highly radi-

ities and the Hot Laboratory’s hot cells

nomic Cooperation and Development

oactive materials are examined in spe-

to gain a better understanding of how

OECD, PSI researchers are helping to

cially shielded chambers – referred to

hydrogen is absorbed, spreads within

reconstruct the processes that took

as hot cells – with modern analytic

the cladding tube and weakens it me-

place inside the reactor cores during

methods at this facility, which is unique

chanically.

the Fukushima disaster. These projects

in Switzerland (see information dia-

PSI also boasts extensive expertise in

help to prepare the decontamination

gram). The priority is to continually

the field of serious nuclear accidents

work in the damaged plants and to pave

improve the design of the fuel rods so

– on both a basic and an applied level.

the way for subsequent studies on the

that as much energy as possible can

PSI researchers analyse the accident

course of events during an accident.

be obtained from the safely enclosed

processes in nuclear power plants and

Where dealing with serious accidents

fuel.

develop measures to prevent accidents

is concerned, PSI’s expertise also in-

Particular attention is paid to the fuel

and limit any resulting damage. Funda-

cludes how the release of radioactive

rods’ cladding tubes. These are the

mental processes that are relevant in

substances can be minimised. In the

initial protective barrier to prevent ra-

the event of serious nuclear accidents

event of a serious accident, attempts

dioactivity from escaping from a nu-

are modelled on the computer, such as

are made to relieve the pressure by

clear power plant, and they are ex-

cooling the reactor containment, the

releasing, or “venting”, steam from the

posed to high levels of stress during

oxidation of the fuel rods’ cladding

reactor containment to prevent its fail-

operation, due to corrosion or the pen-

tubes during coolant losses and the

ure, and thus the uncontrolled release

etration of hydrogen. If too much hy-

associated release and spread of hy-

of radioactivity. During venting, radio-

drogen gets into the cladding tube,

drogen within the reactor containment.

active particles floating in the steam

so-called hydrides form, which makes

Increased attention has been devoted

(aerosols) must be filtered out, which
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Humans as a risk factor

porate these risk factors into mathe-

and patented a special method, which

Another research group at PSI is con-

quantified using probabilistic calcula-

enables the radioactive iodine pro-

cerned with the role of humans as a

tions and consequently be reduced. A

duced in large quantities during such

safety or risk factor, especially in the

more recent direction of research is

accidents to be kept down to a fraction

vicinity of nuclear power plants. It asks

endeavouring to combine this know-

of one thousandth by adding certain

the question of why operators fail to

how with the simulation of incidents.

chemicals.

implement the right decisions in critical

usually takes place in large water tanks.
Researchers from PSI have developed

matical models so that risks can be

situations or how it is possible for them
to make wrong decisions. The answers
lie in a wide range of areas, such as the
quality of their training, ergonomics
within the workplace, work stress or
fixed routines. PSI researchers incor-

UO2 pellets

Fuel rod tube made of
zirconium alloy (zircaloy).

Hot Laboratory: irradiated fuel rods from Swiss nuclear power plants have been studied extensively in hot cells and other test
stations in PSI’s Hot Laboratory for many years. These tests help to spot damage to the fuel rods early and prevent it. The fuel rods
go through a one-and-half-year series of tests, which ultimately yields key insights into changes in their material and geometric
properties when exposed to radiation. This knowledge can be used to improve the design of the fuel elements and especially the
fuel rod cladding tubes.
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Safely under lock and key
The Swiss Atomic Energy Act requires

sorption: radionuclides, especially

the disposal of all waste from nuclear

ones that appear as positively charged

power plants and other sources in a

atoms (ions), are attracted to the neg-

deep geological repository. Research-

atively charged clay surfaces electro-

ers from PSI are doing their bit for this

statically. Nevertheless, differences

important, socially relevant undertak-

between the individual radionuclides

ing by investigating the processes that

and details of the mechanism still have

are important for deep repository

not been fully clarified. For instance,

safety.

other processes besides electrostatic
attraction might cause radionuclides
to stick. And because clay is composed

How radionuclides move
in rock

of a large number of minerals, the re-

In Switzerland, Opalinus Clay has been

cient radionuclide catchers.

searchers also want to find out which
of these minerals act as the most effi-

designated as the host rock where
waste is to be embedded safely. Therefore, the research focuses on this clay’s
properties that are relevant for deep
repository safety. For instance, the

PSI sorption model stands
the test

movements of the radioactive atoms

The radionuclide sorption model de-

(radionuclides) through the Opalinus

veloped by PSI scientists mathemati-

Clay are being modelled theoretically

cally describes how radionuclides stick

and measured in the lab at PSI. The

to the mineral illite, the main compo-

diffusion, i. e. the random movement

nent in clay rocks. The model has

of the radionuclides caused by the

proved itself in a series of tests – and

temperature in the deep repository,

not only in Opalinus Clay, for which it

plays a central role here. Sometimes,

was originally developed. The PSI

the time a radionuclide needs to cover

model also made correct predictions

a certain distance via diffusion is so

of radionuclide adsorption in Boda Clay

long that it would take centuries to

found in Hungary in a project co-funded

measure. Using special measuring

by the EU, where Hungarian and Swiss

techniques, however, PSI scientists are

researchers were able to exchange their

able to determine these times in lab

expertise. In order to increase the

experiments.

soundness of their scientific work, re-

But the researchers are not just inter-

searchers also foster international col-

ested in the mobility of the radionu-

laborations in the field of radioactive

clides in deep repositories. They are

waste disposal. The complexity of the

also looking to gain a fundamental

behaviour in deep repositories is

understanding of the upside, the radi-

heightened further by the fact that they

onuclides’ adsorption onto the rock

do not just contain rock and radioactive

surface. In principle, the researchers

waste. Deep repositories for low-level

already know the reason for this ad-

radioactive waste also include caverns
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PSI researchers are looking to understand which physical and chemical
processes determine the retention of
radioactive substances in clay based
on theoretical calculation models,
computer simulations and lab tests.

with a concrete lining, which touches
the rock. A reaction between the more
acidic rock and the alkaline cement
occurs at this interface – albeit in slow
motion – causing mutual neutralisation. Researchers from PSI are studying
how this process might affect the safety
of deep repositories with the aid of
computer simulations and observations in natural analogues (geological
formations with comparable conditions
to deep repositories). Thereby, they
have already gained initial insights,
e.g. that the acid-base reaction produces minerals that close the pores
near the interface.

Progress thanks to hot cells
and synchrotron light
Many of these studies, where researchers have to deal with radioactive material, require facilities that are well-protected against radiation. Consequently,
many of the tests on deep repository
safety are conducted in the PSI Hot
Laboratory. The details of processes at
atomic or molecular level, on the other
hand, are partly investigated at PSI’s
Swiss Light Source SLS, which serves
as a kind of giant X-ray microscope for
such studies.
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Energy systems:
an eye for the big picture
At PSI, scientists from a wide range of

Among other things, they test the eco-

technologies or comprehensive liber-

disciplines research energy systems

nomic sustainability of networked sys-

alisation of the energy markets with a

in all their complexity – on both the

tems, focusing on the issue of the

view toward generating economic

national and global levels. The re-

economic effects of energy policy de-

growth.

searchers study individual energy sec-

cisions. Such policies include global

tors (electricity and heat supply, and

efforts to protect the climate by devel-

traffic) and also their interactions.

oping non-fossil, renewable energy
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To better understand the different
aspects of energy systems in their full
complexity, collaboration between
specialists from many disciplines is
required.

Scenario analysis

Balanced risk assessment

In order to analyse energy systems, the

Above and beyond environmental pol-

researchers start off by developing sce-

lution, PSI also compares the risks

narios, making assumptions about

entailed in various energy technolo-

which overriding political require-

gies. To create the basis for their risk

ments, social trends or technical de-

analyses, PSI researchers have estab-

velopments could influence the energy

lished the ENSAD database (Energy

mix of a country, a region or the world.

Related Severe Accident Database),

Their results are therefore not predic-

which records severe accidents in the

tions that are carved in stone, but

energy sector. The ENSAD-based anal-

rather well-founded answers to “What

yses reveal that while all energy tech-

if…?” questions. PSI’s proven eco-

nologies involve risks, the risk profiles

nomic expertise has resulted in a part-

for the various technologies show ma-

nership with the World Energy Council,

jor differences regarding the frequency

which will produce scenario analyses

and consequences of the accidents.

of the global electricity supply by 2050.

These insights help to develop a balanced perspective on the risks associated with the energy supply and thus

Measuring the ecological
footprint

serve as a factual basis for decision

At PSI, the study of energy systems

nal partners, PSI researchers also eval-

includes the aspect of the ecological

uate emerging technologies, such as

footprint of products, services or tech-

geothermal energy (obtaining electric-

nologies. Researchers examine the true

ity and heat from deep rock layers) or

ecological consequences of the devel-

carbon capture and storage, which can

opment of electromobility while taking

separate CO2 from power stations and

the entire value-added chain into ac-

industry and store it underground to

count: from the mining of raw materials

prevent damage to the climate.

making by politicians and for public
discussion. In collaboration with exter-

and the production of vehicles to potential electricity imports due to the
increase in demand. This avoids a limited assessment of solutions that appear environmentally friendly, and
creates a sounder basis for comparing
different options. PSI researchers have
helped establish a transparent, independent, scientific foundation for ecological assessment by contributing to
the world’s leading life cycle inventory
database, ecoinvent.
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Bird’s eye view of the
Paul Scherrer Institute.
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PSI in brief
The Paul Scherrer Institute PSI is a research institute for natural and engineering sciences,
conducting cutting-edge research in the fields of matter and materials, energy and the environment
and human health. By performing fundamental and applied research, we work on sustainable solutions for major challenges facing society, science and economy. PSI develops, constructs and operates
complex large research facilities. Every year more than 2500 guest scientists from Switzerland and
around the world come to us. Just like PSI’s own researchers, they use our unique facilities to carry
out experiments that are not possible anywhere else. PSI is committed to the training of future
generations. Therefore about one quarter of our staff are post-docs, post-graduates or apprentices.
Altogether PSI employs 2100 people, thus being the largest research institute in Switzerland.
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